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Jonathan Lors
Jonathan Lors

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male
Age: 20
Zodiac Sign: Scorpio
Height: 6'0“
Weight: 180 lbs.
Bra Size: N/A
Organization: SMoDIoN
Occupation:
Rank: Private 3rd Class
Current Placement: NSS Acadia

Jonathan Lors in Roleplay

Jonathan Lors is a player character played by codacious and is currently involved in the NSS Acadia plot.

Physical Characteristics
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Height: 6'0” Mass: 180 lbs. Measurements: Bra Size: N/A

Build and Skin Color: Medium build, rather lean in appearance, with white (Caucasian) skin color.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Green eyes with a prominent chin and high cheekbones. A heavy brow
shadows the eyes.

Hair Color and Style: Brown, short hair cut evenly all over.

Distinguishing Features: No distinguishing features.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Jonathan is a soldier. His calling is the Nepleslian military and he accepts that. He is social,
and generally friendly, and can make tough decisions without much trouble (though whether his
decisions are the right ones are up for debate). Unlike most Nepleslians, Jonathan has a strong sense of
morality and chivalry, viewing honor as the epitome of being a good soldier. Because of this attitude,
Jonathan can be judgmental and harsh on those he doesn't consider up to par with his morals. He often
comes across as snooty and pretentious, though this isn't his intent.

Likes: Honor, Chivalry, history, flirting, and generally being the good guy. Dislikes: Evil, dishonor,
rudeness, drinking in excess Goals: To be a general in the SMoDIoN

History

Family (or Creators)

One female Nepleslian creator. No brothers or sisters. Jonathan is the male variation clone of his mother.

Pre-RP

Jonathan was raised as an only child by his mother in a slum outside of a wealthy Nepleslian
neighborhood. His mother worked as a servant in the house of one such Nepleslian, and was rarely home.
When she was home, she filled Jonathan's head with stories of grand adventures and escapades of
ancient warriors. These stories stuck with him and created fantastic dreams of going out to fight for the
SMODION and coming back a hero. Jonathan's mother also managed to sneak books and data sticks from
her workplace and introduced culture to her son early on. Jonathan would often scold his friends when he
caught them stealing, which resulted in many fights, most of which he lost. Over time Jonathan managed
to toughen up, and he continued to try to emulate the warriors of old. When Jonathan was 18 he realized
that his life in the slums wasn't going to get him anywhere, he began to look to the SMODION. He had
heard reports of an attack on the Reds at Kennewes and decided to join up. He ended up as a standard
marine and saw some action at Kennewes, though he was fortunate enough to miss the heaviest fighting.
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Skills

Communications

Jonathan is familiar with standard communications equipment and can manage it to the extent of his
basic training as a marine.

Fighting

Jonathan can use and maintain all standard-issue equipment given to marines for use in battle. He has a
special affinity for hand-to-hand combat since he considers it more honorable than picking off enemies
from a distance.

Survival

Jonathan can survive in most oxygen-rich environments, using his standard military training as a
reference in times of need.

Tactics

Jonathan understands the basics of unit and squad tactics to the limits of his basic military training. He
can understand and execute most orders on the battlefield and can make informed decisions on the fly.

Humanities

Jonathan has a rudimentary understanding of anthropology and sociology thanks to the books and data
archives his mother smuggled to him when he was younger.

Knowledge

Jonathan has a decent understanding of international relations and history as well as a veritable plethora
of incredibly useless trivia. Again, most of this is thanks to the data his mother smuggled to him.

Character Data
Character Name Jonathan Lors
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
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